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When the youth group got
together for the first time this
year back in early January, it was
via a Zoom meeting. We were
brainstorming things they would
like to do together. “Less
Zooming,” they said, “More
outdoor in-person stuff.” So, the
group volunteered with Habitat
for Humanity, painting the
exterior of a house for a family to
move in. They served at Peace
Lutheran Church, sorting,
counting, and distributing food
for our neighbors in need. They
even met for the first in-person
Sunday School since the
pandemic, planting seedlings and
checking on the raised keyhole
garden at the church. However,
something the youth group did
that went mostly unnoticed
because it was so behind-the-
scenes was making cards and
writing letters to encourage and
thank local healthcare and other
essential workers on the front
lines of the pandemic.

I wanted to share this here in the
introduction of this third offering
of Friends Church’s new quarterly
magazine, The Epistle, to put a
spotlight on how even the
smallest efforts need a big village,
and how those tiny gestures of
loving kindness can be gigantic
extensions of God’s goodness.
Didn’t Jesus tell his followers that
if we have faith the size of a mere
mustard seed, we could move
mountains?

First came the idea to write the
letters. Then, the group inquired
from a few healthcare providers in
our congregation about the
essential workers on the front lines
and what they do. We discovered
that some of the medical workers
and units most affected by the
pandemic are, but not limited to
respiratory care clinicians doing
outpatient COVID testing and being
exposed daily; the CCU (critical care
unit), caring for the sickest patients
in the hospital, including patients on
the ventilator; the IMCU
(intermediate care unit), which is
usually for patients not quite sick
enough to be in the CCU and not
well enough to be on a regular floor,
but has been transformed with CCU
beds and nurses caring for critically
ill patients, including those on the
ventilator; and the  emergency
department, where nurses stabilize
patients until they can do go a
hospital room and are having to do
so for prolonged periods of time
with those rooms being abnormally
scarce. Then there are those doctors
and nurses doing intubations,
breathing treatments, and adjusting
ventilators;  housekeeping staff
constantly cleaning rooms to
prevent COVID transmission; dietary
staff cooking and delivering food;
and, of course, spiritual and 
 emotional support staff, specifically,
clergy who visit sick patients and
their families. The common theme is
people being shoved out of their
comfort zone and  having to do
tasks they don’t normally do, which
is often more than they feel they
can do.
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. A healthcare worker and youth group parent in our
congregation shared this: “One thing I have heard
from nurses and doctors alike is that one of the most
difficult parts of treating COVID patients is the
isolation. Because they have so many patients to care
for, they cannot spend the amount of time with each
patient they usually would, and they have to be as
quick as possible in patients’ rooms to minimize their
own exposure. This is emotionally wrenching when
you have a patient who is scared and alone and not
even allowed to have family members visit. There is
also the physical discomfort of having to wear all the
protective gear, having to be so careful when putting
it on and taking it off to avoid contaminating yourself.
And there is the constant anxiety about taking a
deadly disease home to your family, and worrying
about your friends in healthcare getting it. Finally,
there is the fatigue of dealing with this for a year now.
It’s a lot. But words of encouragement do help.”

So, the next step was making those cards and writing
those notes. Some of the youth got together for a
physically-distanced letter-writing party. Some got
together on Zoom to see how many they could write
in an hour. Some got their parents to join them and
dropped those notes off at the church or the De Leon
home. Then, through connections made with local 

healthcare workers, I found out where to hand-
deliver the packet of notes. There was no carpool or
group effort to make that drop. There were no
pictures, no fanfare. But it was something, and it was
needed, and it was good.

A few days later, I received an email from a spiritual
care manager at the hospital: “Thank you for the
heartfelt notes. I read them this morning to the
chaplains and we were all moved.” It’s not a
mountain, but those mustard seed efforts of our
young people and their families moved people a little
bit further away from exhaustion and despair, toward
hope and new life.

As we move closer to the other side of this pandemic
—toward more hope, more new life—this latest
Epistle gives witness to just a few mustard seed
moments happening in and through the life of our
community of faith. May these tiny testimonies find
you blessed and reinvigorated to be a blessing,
extending the goodness of God however you can
alongside your Friends Church family.

Peace,
Rev. Dan De Leon

Friends,

We’ve just passed the one year mark since we were able to be
in worship in the sanctuary together; one year since the life
of our congregation, our community, our families, and our
world has been upended. There is hope on the horizon, but
there’s also still uncertainty. Maybe you don’t know which to
feel, or you’re feeling both depending on the moment. So am
I. 

But you’ve continued to be the church, continued to take care
of each other, continued to worship, study, pray, serve the
community, and more during this year. Thank you for your
faithfulness, and I hope you know how much each of you
means to this community of faith. 

During the past year, I’ve turned repeatedly to one of my
favorite poems, by the farmer/poet/philosopher Wendell
Berry. It’s helped me to feel grounded, and as we anticipate
and pray for the day when we’ll be able to be together again, I
hope that it will bless you.

The Peace of Wild Things
 

When despair for the world grows in me 
and I wake in the night at the least sound 

in fear of what my life and my children’s lives may be, 
I go and lie down where the wood drake 

rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 
I come into the peace of wild things 

who do not tax their lives with forethought 
of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 

And I feel above me the day-blind stars 
waiting with their light. For a time

I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.
 
 
 

               Grace and peace,
               Pastor Trent
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A Grateful Spirit

 Dear CROP Hunger Walk team leaders: 
 
THANK YOU and all of your team’s walkers and donors for making this year’s Virtual CROP Hunger Walk event a
resounding success in these unprecedented times. Our Bryan-College Station community met the challenge of a
Virtual Walk this year with 62 walkers from eight teams raising $13,595 in donations, a sum very close to a “normal”
year (see attached final report from our Walk Treasurer Lewis Ford). This is an awesome response from our
community to raise funds to end hunger one step at a time - worldwide through Church World Service and locally
through the Brazos Church Pantry.  WALK. GIVE. CHANGE THE WORLD.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carolyn Jaros
CROP Hunger Walk Event Coordinator

 

Thanks and shout outs from our Friends

Supporting more than 300 Global Mission Partners and their work with education, medical care, refugee resettlement, teaching
conflict resolution, and promoting peace.
Responding to natural and "man-made" disasters along the Gulf Coast, in California, and in places like Haiti and Flint, Michigan.
Sharing Neighbors In Need, emergency and COVID-19 grants with local churches and assisting community organizations as they
minister in their communities.
Assisting in the formation of Communities of Practice and "Nourishment for the Journey" video conferences that support our
pastors and chaplains in the Conference.
Resourcing the five new church starts in South Central with funding, expertise, encouragement, and access to national grants.
Collaborating with local churches during times of pastoral transition, congregational conflict, stewardship campaigns, and
strategic planning.
Offering faith formation and leadership development for our young people through the excellent programs and facilities at
Slumber Falls Camp.

Dear Rev. Dan and Rev. Trent:
I am writing to share with you and the members at Friends Congregational UCC, United Church of Christ, my sincere thanks and
appreciation for your consistent support of Our Church's Wider Mission (OCWM).

As you know very well, 2020 was a particularly challenging year for every setting of the church. Despite the challenges, you were able
to maintain or increase your level of OCWM. Thank you so much! Contributing a portion of your church budget to OCWM, and
receiving special offerings, builds up the Body of Christ through:

So, please know of my heartfelt thanks for your covenantal partnership with the Conference. What you do in your ministry setting,
and what we are all doing together, does make a difference. It is good to be in ministry with you.

Please, do not hesitate to be in touch with me if there is some way that I can be of service to you.

With you on the journey,
Campbell Lovett
Interim Conference Minister, South Central Conference of the United Church of Christ
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FEEDING THE BRAZOS VALLEYFEEDING THE BRAZOS VALLEY
BY KATHLEEN WITTE-NINKE

One Saturday a month, Friends and friends spend
the morning at Brazos Church Pantry, a
collaborative effort to feed those in need. 

Perhaps surprisingly, when the pandemic began,
client numbers did not spike. 

“It’s always difficult to explain specific trends for
a single food pantry, but one reason I suspect is
that the boost to unemployment insurance in the
first few months helped alleviate need for many
who would have otherwise needed to rely on
BCP,” said Andrew McNeely, the Friends Church
board representative for BCP and the leader of
that first-Saturday Friends crew. “Over time, our
recipient numbers have increased, as the effects
of the pandemic have worn down our social safety
nets. Where our Saturday crew used to see no
more than ~30 families, this past few months have
each served 50+.”

What has also increased is the need for
volunteers. 

“Volunteering is still close to the hearts of so
many Friends folks,” said McNeely. “Like
everything else over this last year, it has
become harder for many of us to commit time
and energy to efforts like the food pantry.
Understandably, some are not able to attend as
frequently as they’d like... The physical and
emotional demand can be significant.”

McNeely and the board have also decided to
permanently expand BCP’s service area to all
the counties of the Brazos Valley, a practice that
began when other area pantries closed during
the pandemic. 
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Another day of the week--and every week--members of
Friends join another collaborative effort: the Friends-
Peace Lutheran Food Distribution event. 

Ten months ago, Anne Wehrly was watching coverage of
long lines at food distributions and learning of the great
need, contemplating how she could help. The call came
soon after from a friend at Peace Lutheran asking for
Friends to team up for a weekly produce distribution. 

“I was ‘all in’ in making this happen,” said Wehrly. “Within
two weeks we were up and running.”

Now, nearly a year later, the distribution is nothing new,
but new need has recently arisen. 

“The freeze drastically caused an up-surge in need,” said
Wehrly. “We only had 3 Fridays to distribute in February
due to the freeze but served just as many people in 3
Fridays [about 1,200]. Many folks have shared stories of
fewer hours with their jobs, lost jobs, combined
households. We typically have 10 "new" families register
each week. Post the freeze we have had 30 NEW families
each of the last 2 weeks.”

Wehrly says there is a core group of eight Friends
volunteers who show up every Friday. Total, about 25
Friends members have volunteered. 

Continued next page



Here are some of their thoughts on
the experience: 

Ruby Schloss, 10 years old and bilingual: “I
think that in a time like this it is important for
people of all backgrounds to unify so that our
country might come through this scary
political climate and pandemic.”

Mary Howell, retired teacher and former
Peace Corp volunteer: “Jesus calls us to
do this. If we all work together (people of all
faiths), in doing so we find our enormous
similarities.”

Toni Klemm, Ph.D., grew up in Germany and
came to the US to study: “Working together
on a project like this, I think, makes us
stronger and more effective than if everyone
was doing it on their own. We’re also living in
such a social bubble, because of social media
and especially during COVID, that it’s hard to
get exposed to views and opinions of people
we wouldn’t normally interact with, like other
churches and communities of faith. Working
together can show us, if we’re open to it, that
there are far more things that unite us than
there are things that divide us.”

Jacque Halverson, retired TAMU librarian who
was a life-long Methodist until she found
Friends: “Our Friday food distribution is kind of
like performing improv.
We never know when the food will arrive or
how much there will be or what will
be included, so each week is a new
experience. We have to depend on each
other to cooperate, to be inventive, to keep
our senses of humor and to
appreciate each other’s contributions.” 

Oscar, who lives near Peace Lutheran, a fluent
Spanish speaker, volunteers every week:
“I lost my nephew in a car accident recently. I
was feeling so sad every day until I found this
opportunity. I LOVE to help others and by
doing this every week, I feel so much better.”
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Doris Machinski, retired social worker and new
Friends member: “Simply put, it is the right
thing to do to help others in need. All people of
faith, across denominations, must work
together. To me it seems as if humanity has
turned its back on people in need. It is as if a
need for nourishment is not seen, then the
need does not exist. Therefore, we do not have
to act or feel guilty for not acting. People of
faith and people who believe, whatever they
believe in, know that we are stronger when
united and can better meet the needs of
others.”

Anne Wehrly, Justice & Mission committee,
organizer of the Friends-Peace collaborative:
“We have people showing up on bicycles, on
foot, and last week a mother with 3 children
ages 5 months to 4 years pushing a stroller
(having traveled across 2818). She had walked
over a mile to get food. Since there was no
place to put the food--we arranged for one of
our Friends volunteers to drive the food to her
home.”

Stories like these are a-plenty during the Friday
Friends-Peace Lutheran Food Distributions. If
you would like to help, contact Anne Wehrly. If
you would like to volunteer at the Brazos
Church Pantry on first Saturdays, email 
justice-mission@friends-ucc.org. 



Senior Pastor Dan De Leon knows his church is one of few
left not performing in-person, indoors services. He also
knows why he doesn’t mind being different. 

“Theologically speaking, if one part of the body of Christ
hurts, the whole body hurts,” said Pastor De Leon. “If we’re
trying to have worship as a community that identifies with
an extravagant welcome, and we know that people can’t
come, then that takes the joy out of community. It’s
incomplete.”

At the moment, to be as “complete” as possible, Friends has
become what many churches have become: a hybrid
congregation. Members gather both online and in person
(twice a month, outside-only) to worship. Pastor De Leon
plans to make the online option permanent, even beyond
these pandemic times. 

“[Members] just having pancakes and chilling out
[watching service online], I don’t look at that as something
to fight; I look at that as something to embrace,” said
Pastor De Leon. 

However, like with everything, that online service will also
have to evolve. Beginning in April, when there is an in-
person, outdoors service, there will not be a separate pre-
recorded service. Instead, the in-person gathering will be
livestreamed to the online congregation. When in-person
services become the norm again, this livestream will also
become the weekly norm. 

“This is where our do-it-yourself-learn-it-yourself-
despite-seminary-never-training-you-for-this hits a wall,”
said Pastor De Leon with a laugh. “If we are going to start
doing real-time streaming and not offering a prerecorded
service, then we have to give something that is just as
polished and accessible as the prerecorded thing.”

As vaccination eligibility expands, Pastor De Leon lets
himself look forward to a day when the congregation can
gather below the banners of the sanctuary ceiling itself.

 His best guess? Sometime this summer. He also allows
himself to mourn what has been lost this past year. 

“It’s about missed opportunities, all of the chances that we
would have had to keep deepening our relationships, keep
getting to know each other better because that’s so much of
who we are,” said Pastor De Leon. Specifically, “one of the
biggest things that we've lost that breaks my heart the
most is nurturing the spiritual life of our
children...because I believe, as I know that we as a
congregation do as well, that they show us what’s
important, and they lead the way.”

But Pastor De Leon says Friends has gained something--or
a few somethings--during this trying time, too. 
“We’ve gained new members. We’ve gained more of an
appreciation of what it is that we have, a community of
faith that is really committed to each other. We’ve gained
more of an appreciation of why community is important in
the midst of physical isolation. We’ve gained even more
flexibility, which for a church is saying a lot,” said Pastor
De Leon. 

It’s that final item that gives him the most hope. 

“If we had been able to be flexible enough to do all the
things that we have done over the last 12 months, then I am
excited what we can do when we do get back together.” 

From Orange to Red and Back
Again (With Dreams of Green)
The Friends Congregational Church COVID-19 Decision Meter’s

colorful protocol has marked the last year of church life

BY KATHLEEN WITTE-NINKE
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Have you ever been caught regifting?
Friends Congregational Church
knows how you feel. 
 
When the first $1,200 federal stimulus check
hit the bank accounts of eligible members,
many decided they didn’t need all--or any--of
it. Thus, the Redirected Stimulus Fund was
born. 
 
Friends Church collected the donated
stimulus funds and redistributed them
equally to Scotty’s House, the Brazos
Interfaith Inmigration Network, and Pilgrims
in the Park. 
 
Checks worth about $3,000 each went to
Scotty’s House, a child advocacy center for
victims of abuse and/or neglect, and Brazos
Interfaith Immigration Network, an
organization that promotes the wellbeing
and human dignity of local immigrants. For
Pilgrims in the Park, the funds provided food,
lodging, and hygiene items at a local motel. 

Interested in donating to
the Redirected Stimulus

Fund? 
 

Go to bit.ly/friendschurchdonate
 

Under "Funds," select "Special
Offerings." 

When  prompted to select a 
"Sub Fund," select "Stimulus

Checks."
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At Scotty’s House, the $3,000 went into their
general operating account to offset lost income
from their COVID-canceled annual fundraising
event. While staff salaries are paid by grants,
Scotty’s House was left to manage the day-to-
day with significantly less in the bank. 
 
“These general operating expenses are
essential for us to do the work that we do, but
no funders want to pay for them,” said Cary
Baker, the Scotty’s House executive director.
“While it's not as compelling as paying the
salaries of staff who provide our essential
services, it is meaningful as we cannot do our
work without electricity or the internet.”
Baker says the children served by Scotty’s
House are facing particularly difficult hurdles
this past year. 

“The isolation of the pandemic has created
opportunities for abuse and decrease in
reporting that did not exist prior to COVID-19,”
said Baker. “These complex dynamics result in
child victims requiring a greater need and
longer duration for child advocacy center (CAC)
mental health services. There has been an
increase in suicidal ideation among CAC clients,
citing lack of support, stress, abuse in the
home, and isolation as causes.  In abuse cases
under normal circumstances, children often
get respite from their abuser during school
hours. During COVID-19, children can be with
the abuser 24/7.”

Serendipitously, the donation from Friends
came to Scotty’s House just after Baker’s
decision to cancel the fundraiser, the Great
American Steak Out. 

“There was so much uncertainty. As nonprofits,
we tend to live in an environment where our
funding is uncertain, but this was like nothing
we had ever seen before,” Baker said. “The relief
was immediate when I opened the mail and
saw the size of the check.”
 

At Brazos Interfaith Immigration Network, a new
fund received the $3,000 from Friends: the BIIN
CARES Fund. This fund helps pay rent and/or
utilities for immigrant-led households whose
income has been impacted by the pandemic but
do not receive federal stimulus checks.
 
“You can see the impact that the choice to give
generously has on the people who participate in
or directly benefit from BIIN’s programs,” said
Janet Morford at BIIN. “These include the families
who are deeply grateful not only to be able to stay
in their homes, but to know that they were ‘not
forgotten;’  the applicants for citizenship who go
to their USCIS interview feeling confident in their
ability to answer questions about U.S. history and
civics; the mother of school-aged children who
has learned how to use Zoom and to have a
conversation in English, and now feels
comfortable signing up for a remote parent-
teacher conference.”
 
However, Morford says we shouldn’t overlook the
meaning and impact in the lives of those who
give these funds to BIIN, like Friends Church
members. 
 
“Some people find that when they give what
would be ‘extra’ for their own family, they are
more aware of and grateful for the shelter and
security they have,” said Morford. “Others feel that
this is a very clear and real way to put their faith
into action, loving their neighbors as themselves…
We see time and again that everyone benefits
from the opportunity to step outside of our
comfort zones and to be human together.”
 
And that’s not all, Friends: after the $600 stimulus
distribution, members have donated more than
$5,500 to the Redirected Stimulus Fund,
benefiting these same three nonprofit programs. 

BY KATHLEEN WITTE-NINKE



[Last month]’s massive winter
storm brought arctic
temperatures that taxed the
state’s electric grid. Millions of
people have [lived] for days in
dangerous conditions. The
Electric Reliablilty Council of
Texas, which manages the power
grid, didn’t make real progress
restoring power until Thursday.
According to PowerOutage.US,
which tracks outages across the
country, more than 170,000 are
still without power on Friday
afternoon.

Early Tuesday, DeLeon learned
that a break in the church’s
sprinkler system blew through
the kitchen ceiling, leaving most
of the church under an inch of
water.

“We had no idea how bad this
storm was going to be to the
infrastructure,” he said. But the
congregation is pulling together.
As one member went to the
church to start shoveling out
water, another got an insurance
claim done so contractors could
go to work cleaning out the
building.

No power for 32 hours.

Rolling blackouts with no warning
amid record-low temperatures.

Snow and ice making roads
impassable.

An exploding sprinkler system
that flooded the church sanctuary,
kitchen, classrooms and narthex.

Despite all that, the Rev. Dan
DeLeon feels he is “one of the
lucky ones” living through [last
month]'s deadly winter storm in
Texas.

“We have water,” said the pastor
of Friends Congregational Church
in College Station, 80 miles from
Houston. “Our water is fine.
Water is not going to be potable
for who knows how long in many
places.”

Fourteen million people — nearly
half of all Texans — [faced] water
issues. Seven million people living
around Houston, Arlington,
Austin and Fort Worth [were]
under boiling alerts after power
outages took out the water
treatment plants.

Though Hit
Hard, Texas

Churches
Meet

Community
Needs in Rare
Winter Storm

by Connie Larkman 
Originally Published on Feb 19, 2021

“We are grateful on a lot
of levels,” DeLeon said.
“Church members are

reaching out to each
other. People are being
intentional about that

and doing what they can
to help. I’m grateful for

how many people outside
of Texas are checking on

us.”
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NEWS FROM THE NATIONAL CHURCH
UCC AND PEOPLE'S JUSTICE COUNCIL NOW FINALISTS FOR

CLIMATE JUSTICE AWARD

FEED YOUR SPIRIT WITH MIDWEEK OFFERINGS FROM THE UCC

The State of Black Bodies in the US (3/23)
Stories Rooted in Love that Dismantle Stigma (3/30)

Commission on the Status of Women (3/31)
Towards a Sustainable Future (4/7)

The History of Christian Churches in the UCC with Rev. Yvonne Delk (3/25)
Let's Talk About Abortion (4/8)

Tuesdays for Nurture: A webinar series in which we faithfully focus on education for the people of God. Topics from faith-
filled politics, to interviews of key leaders, to "how to's" in congregational life, to the impacts of current realities on the life of
the church will be featured. Each webinar will include clear suggestions on what YOU can do to change the church, and the
world, towards the world God imagines for us.

Upcoming topics include: 

Wednesdays with the World: A webinar series will be highlighting the ways in which the quest for justice is intersectional
and global, allowing UCC members greater opportunities for increased awareness of global concerns and highlighting
options for advocacy and action.

Upcoming topics include: 

Thursdays for the Soul: A webinar series to care for the whole church. Topics are wide ranging, and are focused on the
spirituality and care of people. Prayer, worship, music, psalm readings, or compassionate teaching are included.

Upcoming topics include: 

For more information, or to register for webinars, visit facebook.com/UnitedChurchofChrist/events

The United Church of Christ and the People's Justice Council are co-finalists in the 2021
American Climate Leadership Awards. The two groups have collaborated on a monthly Creation

Justice Webinar series, and UCC and PJC representatives are discussing how to best use the
$10,000 finalist award to create "cohesive multimedia resources to further faith-rooted action in

addressing the twin crises of climate and inequality." 
 

Ten finalists have been selected, and the winner will receive $50,000 to use towards their mission
of climate justice and awareness.
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WW OO RR DD SS with Friends
Need a good read and someone to discuss it with? Here's what your

Friends Church senior pastor has loved lately!

 The Vanishing Half
By Brit Bennett

 
To take a break from reading everything

under the umbrella of faith and spirituality, I
love a good work of fiction. Whether books or
music, you can often catch fresh glimpses of
the sacred in the secular. I found that in Brit

Bennett’s “The Vanishing Half,” one of the
best novels I’ve read in years. It tells the story

of twin sisters who grow up in a small
southern Black community and run away

from it at the age of sixteen. The sisters’ paths
then diverge, leading one of them back home

to live with her Black mother in the same
town she tried to escape, while the other

passes for white, marrying a white man who
knows nothing about her past. The separate

lives of the sisters are told from the Deep
South to California, from the 1950s to the

1990s, delving into matters of race, family, and
how the past shapes our decision-making,
our dreams, and the trajectory of our life.

Ultimately, the book has to do with our sense
of belonging, as this one quote from The

Vanishing Half puts it: “People thought that
being one of a kind made you special. No, it
just made you lonely. What was special was
belonging with someone else.” To belong is
sacred, and that’s what I found so moving

about Bennett’s book. Oh, and HBO is
offering an adaptation of it; all the more

reason to check it out soon.
 



How the Bible Actually Works: In
Which I Explain How an Ancient,

Ambiguous, and Diverse Book
Leads Us to Wisdom Rather Than
Answers—and Why That’s Great

News
 

By Peter Enns

Peter Enns sees the Bible as “an invitation to
a lifelong journey soaked in divine wisdom,”
and the podcaster and biblical studies
professor explains his view with proven study
and a playful sense of humor that makes
“How the Bible Actually Works: In Which I
Explain How an Ancient, Ambiguous, and
Diverse Book Leads Us to Wisdom Rather
Than Answers—and Why That’s Great News”
so fun to read. We have been learning about
our hermeneutic in Friends Church’s Social
Justice Class, which is basically the lens
through which we read and understand the
Bible. Enns’ book suggests a hermeneutic of
wisdom over one of rules, or what the SJ
Class might call fundamentalism: the view
that the Bible is “inerrant,” and must be
taken literally, as one might interpret a
rulebook. “Adopting a wisdom mentality
rather than a rulebook mentality gives us a
Bible with fresh possibilities,” Enns writes,
which resonates with what we mean when
we read Scripture in worship and conclude
with the call-and-response, “The Word of God
for the people of God. God is still speaking.
Thanks be to God!” In short, if you’ve ever
considered yourself to be “frustratedly
Christian,” as Enns puts it, “How the Bible
Actually Works” will probably hit home. “This
book is about carving out a truly biblical
path, so we can take our faith seriously
enough to own it, rather than succumbing to
the elaborate and nervous structures of faith
that others determine for us. The fact that we
have a Bible does not free us from this sacred
responsibility, but demands that we accept
that responsibility—and do so as an
expression of faith, not a rejection of it.”
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@friendsucc

@friends_ucc

Friends Congregational Church, UCC

2200 Southwood Drive
College Station, TX 77845

office@friends-ucc.org
979-693-7021

Our next issue is coming your way June 25, 2021! If your ministry is holding an
event that you would like to see covered in the Summer issue, fill out the

Calendar and Publishing Request on our website's calendar page!

Get Social!
Follow us online to stay in

the loop!


